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Abstract
With reference to the General Packet Radio

Service (GPRS), an extension of the Global System
Mobile Communication (GSM) addressing packet-
oriented traffic, this paper contributes to the analysis on
the service accomplishment level perceived by GPRS
users. The proposed modeling approach builds
separately the GPRS and user models; the focus is on
the GPRS access random procedure on one side, and
different classes of users behavior on the other side. The
overall model is obtained composing the basic
submodels. Quantitative analysis, performed using a
simulation approach, is carried out, showing the impact
of users characteristics and network load on identified
indicators expressing the QoS as perceived by users.

1  Introduction

GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) enhances the
GSM (the Global System Mobile Communication)
system with the introduction of services based on a
packet switching technique. These services provide a
more eff icient use of the radio resources, by
accommodating data sources that are bursty in nature,
such as Internet applications. A standardization of the
GPRS specification has been recently performed by
ETSI (European Telecommunications Standard
Institute), and a number of studies directed to analyze
the behavior of GPRS have been and are currently
performed to assess its Quality of Service (QoS, or
related measures) [1,2,7,8].

The wireless packet networks, such as GPRS, are
intended to support a variety of applications
characterized by different features, such as web
browsing, file transfer, e-mail services, etc. Different
applications have different requirements, which lead
users to have different perceptions of the Quality of
Service (QoS) offered by the network. From one side
supporting such applications requires the network to

satisfy a number of different requirements to meet user’s
expectations. From the other side, in order to enhance
the accuracy of the QoS evaluation, the analysis of the
system behavior has to be tailored to the specificities of
each class of applications.

The goal of this paper is to conduct an analysis of
the GPRS quality of service (in terms of properly
identified measures of direct interest to users),
specifically accounting for a few varying characteristics
of user’s behaviors in accessing the system. This way, a
more accurate estimation of the QoS as perceived by
users is possible. The purpose is to understand the most
impacting user’s characteristics, to help the system
designer in devising satisfactory system configurations.

The focus is on the core of the GPRS protocol, i.e.,
the use of the slotted Aloha procedure during the
channel reservation request phase. Previous work [7,8]
has shown how it impacts both system performance and
dependabilit y. In such works, however, a simple user
behavior has been adopted when making the analysis;
here, we refine the user’s perspective and model and
analyze different user’s behaviors, focusing on the
GPRS contention phase for channel reservation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the GPRS
architecture. Section 3 provides the motivations of this
work, describes our assumptions and presents the
models of the GPRS and users behavior. Section 4 deals
with the definition of the settings for the numerical
evaluation. Section 5 is then devoted to ill ustrate the
results of the experiments. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2. GPRS Overview – to be reduced

The GPRS introduces a packet oriented data service
for GSM with a more eff icient packet switching
allocation mechanism. An important goal of the GPRS
technology is to make it possible for GSM license



holders to share physical resources as the Base Station
Subsystem (BSS) on a dynamic, flexible basis between
packet data services and other GSM services[3,4

The Logical Link Control (LLC) layer is
responsible for moving user data between mobile
stations (MS) and the network. The Radio Link Control
(RLC) layer allows to transmit data across the air
interface. A Medium Access Control (MAC) layer is
introduced, to control data transmission in packet
oriented mode. The RLC/MAC layer will ensure the
concurrent access to radio resource among several MS.
Each RLC block is divided in four normal bursts that
have the same structure as GSM radio bursts. The GPRS
allows several “Logical channels” to share physical
channels (called Packet Data CHannel, PDCH) through
time division multiplexing. PDCHs are associated with a
single time slot of a TDMA frame (composed by 8 time
slots).

In a cell that directly supports GPRS, a Master
PDCH is allocated, to provide control and signaling
information to start data transfer both in up-link and in
down-link, and to handle the users mobilit y. A MPDCH
accommodates a logical channel for up-link
transmission of channel request: the Packet Random
Access Channel (PRACH). When a mobile station needs
to transmit, it has to send a channel request to the
network. The access method, based on a Random Access
Procedure, can cause colli sions among requests by
different MSs, so it may become a bottleneck of this
system. The MSs get the access control parameters
(including the number of maximum retransmissions M
and the persistence level P) by listening to the Packet
Broadcast Control CHannel (PBCCH). After a request is
issued, the MS waits for some randomly selected time. If
it does not receive the Packet Down-link Assignment (or
a Packet Queuing) in this time, a new attempt is tried, if
the MS is allowed to make more trials, otherwise a
failure is notified to the upper layer. Traff ic packet data
channels, called slave PDCH, are needed in a cell to
transport user data and transmission signaling, as
acknowledged and non-acknowledged message. For
what concerns data transfer, up-link and down-link
channels allocation is completely independent and a MS
can operate up-link and down-link data transfer
simultaneously.

3. Modeling the GPRS and the user
behavior

Our model has been derived using Stochastic
Activity Networks (SAN) [5]. We used our experience
acquired in previous work ([7, 8]), in which we analyzed
the contention phase of the GPRS system. In both [7,8],
however, the aim of the analysis was to understand the

effects of outages on the network availabilit y at system
restart; a simple user behavior was adopted and kept
fixed during the study. Two main user characteristics
previously neglected are accounted for here:
- the traff ic generated by users is heterogeneous from

the point of view of the requests size; specifically,
user requests may require a varying number of LLC
frames to be sent. This way, the representation of a
population of users requesting service of different
kinds is possible (e.g., web-browsing, e-mail );

- in its general form, GPRS may perform a varying
number of automatic retries to provide the service, in
case the user request fails the channel contention
procedure or finds all the data channels busy. A
simplistic case is to assume that such automatic
retries are carried on until the service is provided. In
more realistic scenarios, a user sets an a-priori
maximum time interval he is prepared to wait for
having his request accepted (user timeout), after
which the user deliberately gives up.

In addition, a threshold mechanism is introduced to
cope with the congestion phenomenon. For each
ongoing request transmission, at a pre-defined time
instant an intermediate check on the speed of the
network is made.  If the request part still t o be sent is
bigger than a pre-defined amount, that request is
aborted: the chance for it to be completed on time is
considered too low, and the resources would be better
used for completing other concurrent requests.

In order to account for such user characteristics, we
followed a two-step approach in developing the overall
model. First, we defined separately the model
representing the GPRS network infrastructure,
specifically focusing on the random access phase
(Network Model), and the (parametric) model capturing
the user behavior (User Model). Then, the Network
Model is composed with one or more User Models
through the primitives offered by UltraSAN [6], the tool
for SAN models resolution.

The four measures selected for our evaluation study
account for important aspects of the QoS offered by the
network as perceived by users. They are: i) the mass
probabilit y of the delay incurred by a user request; ii)
the average delay incurred by a user request; iii ) the
probabilit y that a request fails to be satisfied within the
user timeout (timeout probability); and iv) the total
probabilit y of transmission failure due to both exceeding
the user timeout and not satisfying the threshold
condition, in case the threshold mechanism is applied
(failure probability). Of course, in order to estimate the
overall user satisfaction on the service provided, other
factors such as pricing, refund policy, repair time, etc.,
have to be taken into account as well .



3.1 Model Assumptions

The Network Model has been defined under the
following assumptions on the GPRS configuration:
1 only one cell has been taken into account, containing

a constant number of users, whose contexts are
permanently retained (no “attach” and “detach”
procedures are considered in our study)

2 all users belong to the same priority class;
3 the radio channel is considered faultless, thus no

retransmissions are necessary at the LLC and RLC
levels. To keep consistent, the coding scheme
considered is the CS-1, the most robust one among
the four accounted for by the standard;

4 at most one radio frequency is devoted to the GPRS
traff ic (8 time slots);

5 each traff ic channel is allocated to a single user at a
time, who will retain it until the completion of his
data transmission.

The first three assumptions have been made for the
sake of model simplicity; relaxing them would not
invalidate the modeling approach followed, but would
add significant complexity to the derived model. The
other assumptions are congruent with typical GPRS
configurations being currently considered by suppliers.

User Model assumptions are:
6 following the standard, a user has to make a number

of random accesses to the network equal to the
number of LLC frames necessary to complete the
request transmission. We assume that, in case of
multiple-LLC requests, the user can try the random
access for sending the next LLC frame only after
having received the acknowledgement on the
successful transmission of the previous LLC frame;

7 users are partitioned in classes; inside the same
class, users issue requests of the same size, with the
same inter-request rate, and apply the same user
timeout;

8 should a user timeout elapse before completing the
request transmission, that user waits for his next
inter-request time instant for issuing a new request.

3.2 The models

As stated before, our modeling approach consists in
combining the Network Model and the User Model,
representing the random access to the network and the
user behavior, respectively.  The overall model, shown
in Figure 2, is obtained from the sub-models defined
above by joining them through the UltraSAN Join
operator. The places active, block, and new are common
places for all models. The User models are replicated by
means of the Rep operator.

Figure 2: Composed model

The detailed Network Model is shown in Figure 3.
The meaning of the main elements is:
• A token in the place active represents a successful

request to transmit an LLC frame, already served by
the network. A token in the place block represents a
blocked request to transmit an LLC frame, either
due to exhaustion of the maximum number of
attempts to send an LLC frame, or because the timer
of the Random Access Procedure accounting for the
total contention time fired. A token in the place new
represents a new request to send an LLC frame.

• The block starting with the instantaneous activity
req and ending with the input gate control
represents the dynamics of the random access
procedure. req states the maximum number of
attempts a user is allowed to make in sending an
Access Burst. It has one case for each possibilit y;
the associated probabiliti es have been derived on
the basis of network parameters. Tokens in places
ready1,..., ready8 represent the number of users
allowed to make a maximum of 1,...,8 attempts,
respectively. The instantaneous activities
check_p1,...,check_p8 model the persistence level.
If the user passes the persistence level, he can send
an Access Burst and moves into the place tryi,
otherwise he moves into the correspondent place
faili. Should a user consume all his assigned
attempts to make his request, or should the time-out
regulating the maximum allowed time for making a
request (set to 5 sec) expires, the user is moved into
the place block. The place w5 and the activity
wait_5 take into account those users that haven't
been assigned any attempt, because they will
always fail the persistence level.

• The instantaneous transition check_capture checks,
stochastically, if there is a successful receipt of one
Access Burst; if yes, a token is placed in
one_accepted, otherwise in all_discarded. A
request received correctly is refused only if the
queue is full and there is no available traff ic
channel. The instantaneous transition
who_is_passed fires when there is a token in
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one_accepted and it allows to choose which level
the accepted Access Burst comes from, placing a
token in one of the places p1,...,p8 (each Access
Burst at each level has the same probability to be
the accepted one). The input gate control and the

activity control_act properly update the places
recording the residual tries made available to the
other concurrent requests (places ready1,...,ready8,
try1,...,try8, fail1,...,fail8, wait_a0,...,wait_a7 and
p1,...,p8).
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Figure 3 : Network model

When there is a successful receipt of one Access
Burst and there is a free channel (that is at least a free
pair between ch1-a1,....,ch7-a7), the output gate
choose_channel puts a token in one of the places
ch1,...,ch7. The timed activities su1,...,su8 simulate
the set-up time of a radio link to send user data. The
timed activities u1,...,u7 simulate the data sending
time.

• The sub-net enclosing the timed activities
PRACH_available and slot_available, and the
places en and enable, models the multiframe on the
MPDCH.

A token in the place queue represents a pending
request waiting for up-link channel reservation.

• The input gate choose_channel puts a token in the
place queue if all the available channels are busy.
The immediate transition q_control_a fires when a
channel is released and there are pending requests in
the queue. When transition q_control_a fires, the
input gate q_control moves a token from queue to a
place chi (i=1..7), corresponding to the available
channel.
Figure 4 shows the User Model. It is configurable,

so as to adapt to different classes of users, by changing
the inter-request time and the number of LLC frames
composing each user request.

• A token in the place idle means that the user has no
pending service requests. The users not in the idle
state are allowed to take a token from place active
or place block. Tokens in place pending represent
the number of LLC frames that user has still to
transmit to complete his request.

active block

new

contr
catch

idle

contr2
catch2

send pending

start
count_uno acc_count

wait
finish

wait2

finish2

no_more

request

Figure 4: User model

• The exponential transitions catch and catch2 allow
catching a token from the places active (LLC frame
successfully transmitted) or block (LLC frame not
successfully transmitted), with the same probability



for each user. The transitions finish and finish2 and
places wait and wait2 allow introducing a delay in
catching a token from the place active and block,
respectively. A user can not take a token from place
active until the place wait is empty (when transition
finish fires), and from the place block until the place
wait2 is empty. The exponential transition request
represents the user idle time.

• Input gate contr and contr2 synchronize all the
operations and control to catch the tokens from
place active and block. The gate contr also controls
if the user has finished to transmit all his pending
tokens; should this be the case, the user is put back
into the idle state, by adding a token in the place
idle. The output gate send puts in the place pending
a number of tokens corresponding to the number of
LLC frames the user request consists of.

• The subnet including start, no_more, count_one,
and acc_count represents a timer. Such timer keeps
track of the time requirements set by the user;
should such timer expire without completing the
request sending, the residual operations relative to
that request are aborted and the user is put back in
the place idle. The gate no_more also controls the
threshold mechanism conditions, when such
mechanism is employed.

4. Settings for the numerical evaluation

The model in Figure 2 has been numerically solved
using the simulator provided by the UltraSAN tool [6]. The
nature of the measures and the order of magnitude of the
results make simulation appropriate for studying the system.

In the following experiments, GPRS configuration are
kept fixed. We take advantage of previous work [8] for the
proper identification of a satisfactory GPRS configuration in
terms of PRACHs and PDCHs. Precisely, we consider a
GPRS configuration consisting of 5 SPDCH (i.e., traff ic
channels) and 3 PRACH (i.e., logical channels).

Two system scenarios have been identified and studied.
In the first scenario, the users population is partitioned

into two groups, with different characteristics of the
workload offered. Specifically, the first group issue requests
fitting in 1 LLC frame (i.e., consisting of p to 1600 bytes),
with a short inter-request time, while requests issued by the
other group are composed of 6 LLC frames, with a longer
inter-request time. The two groups also differ in the
maximum time a user is prepared to wait to have his request
satisfied before giving up. Table 1 summarizes the numerical
values assigned to such user characteristics for the two
groups.

The total load offered to the system is variable from
75% to 90% of the whole system capacity. Different
compositions of the load in terms of users belonging to

Group_1 and Group_2 are considered, going from a load
made only by users of Group_1 or of Group_2, to some
intermediate proportions between both of them.
Consequently, the number of users requesting network
services varies in accordance with the considered total load
and the considered composition of users.

Inter_request_time Request
size

Timeout

Group_1 10 sec 1 3 sec.

Group_2 120 sec 6 18 sec.

Table 1: User parameters

The second scenario considers only users belonging to
Group_2, in the case of total load of 90% and 110% of the
network capacity. Now, the attention is moved to the
analysis of the effect of a threshold mechanism, introduced
to control the congestion phenomenon. Associated to each
user there is a couple (Tthr, Pthr), Tthr is the time, after the
issuing of a request in which a check is made on whether at
most Pthr packets have to be still delivered by the network in
order for that user to maintain connected. The rationale
behind such an intermediate check is aimed at reducing the
system congestion. If the chance to complete the
transmission of a request by the user’s required time is too
low, it is better to abort that request, thus diminishing the
competition on system resources (and therefore raising the
chance of completing other currently active transmissions).
For this scenario, we concentrate on a sensitivity analysis to
find good values to assign to the couple (Tthr, Pthr).

The above discussed values, assigned to the parameters
in the experiments, are not taken from any specific
application, although requests fitting in 1 LLC frame could
be representative of typical Web browsing applications while
the longer ones (fitting in 6 LLC frames) could well
represent short/medium emails or fill ed forms on the web.
Actually, the aim of this numerical analysis is to show the
utilit y of our approach and to point out trends of the
evaluated measures in presence of heterogeneous user
behavior, rather than providing absolute QoS values.

5 Numerical Evaluation

This Section presents the numerical results obtained
solving the SAN model with steady state analysis.

First Scenario. The analysis in the first scenario
concentrates on the delay incurred by a request to be
successfully transmitted and on the probabilit y to abort
the request because of exceeding the user’s deadline.
Figure 5 show the mass probabilit y distribution of such
delay for users belonging to Group_1 (a) and Group_2
(b) respectively. Different combinations of the two kinds
of users, including the extreme cases are considered.
The plots in the Figure are obtained interpolating the



histograms points determined with a step of 0.25
seconds in Figure 5(a) and of 1 second in Figure 5(b).
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Figure 5:Delay distribution for users belonging to
Group_1 (a) and Group_2 (b)

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) plot the probability of
unsuccessful transmission of the user request by the
deadline imposed by the user (timeout probability), and
the mean transmission delay, respectively, at varying the
percentage of users belonging to Group_2, for two
different settings of the network total load.

Looking at the curves relative to users of Group_1,
it can be observed that the presence of users of Group_2
does not impact significantly the measures under
evaluation. In fact, some appreciable variation is
observed only in the first part of Figure 5(a). The
probability of completing the request in the interval [1-
1.25] seconds decreases by 20% from the case where the
whole load is made of Group_1 users to that where
Group_1 users account for 25% of the load. In Figures
6(a) and 6(b) the variations at changing the percentage
of users of Group_2 are quite negligible.

Moving to the curves relative to Group_2, the
effects of having a mixed load with users belonging to
the two groups are a bit more noticeable. This is

especially true in Figure 6(a), in particular for the 75%
system load, where the worst values are obtained when
the load is made only of Group_2 users. The impact of
considering different values of system workload is very
intuitive for both kinds of users: the higher is the
workload and the higher is the probability of not
completing the transmission by the imposed deadline.
Similar trend shows in Figure 6(b).
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Figure 6: Timeout probability (a) and mean service
delay (b)

Not surprisingly, the service perceived by Group_2
users are worst than for the other group. The rationale
behind this observed behavior is easy to understand. In
fact, traffic generated by users in Group_2 is bursty
(each request consists of 6 LLC frames), and several
studies in the literature have already observed that the
correlation among packets in such bursty cases have
negative effects on the network performance [e.g, 9].

Second Scenario. As already discussed, in this
scenario we concentrate the attention on the users
belonging to Group_2 only,  to investigate the impact on
the users perceived QoS of a threshold mechanism to
perform intermediate checks on how quickly/slowly the
transmission is going. If by time Tthr more than Pthr
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Figure 7: Threshold’s effect on the QoS perceived by

users

packets have still t o be sent in order to complete the
transmission, that request transmission is aborted, thus
favoring the timely transmission of other concurrent
requests. How to find good values for (Tthr, Pthr), so as to
trade between avoiding the abort of requests with good
chance to be completed by the deadline and not to wait
too long to decide that a request will be unsuccessful, is
not an easy task. Here, we conduct a sensitivity analysis

on how to find a good balance, so as the overall QoS is
improved.

Figure 7(a) plots the mass probabilit y function of
the delay incurred by a user request when the load is
90%, the time threshold Tthr is fixed to 11 seconds, for
different choices of the packet threshold Pthr. It gives an
indication on how the sending of the remaining packets
is accomplished, for those requests in which at most Pthr

packets have still t o be sent at time Tthr. Figure 7(b)
shows the failure probabilit y and the mean time delay of
a user’s connection when the time threshold is kept fixed
and the packet threshold varies. The straight lines
represent the reference values obtained in the previous
analysis (Figures 6(a) and 6(b) with 100% of Group_2
users). Figure 7(c) plots again the failure probabilit y and
the mean delay, keeping the packet threshold Pthr fixed
and varying the time threshold Tthr.
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Pthr   (a) and T thr (b) threshold under 110% Load

It can be observed that in both Figures 7(b) and
7(c), the mean transmission delay follows a monotonic
behavior. In fact, the less the packet or time thresholds



are, and the less is the congestion in the network so the
time to accomplish a successful request improves.
Instead, the probabilit y to abort a request follows a
bathtub curve: at first the abort probabilit y is high due to
a too poor choice of the threshold (too many requests are
deliberately stopped), while in the end, is high due to a
too high congestion in the network. Of course, the best
choices of the threshold value stay in the middle.
Finally, it is worthwhile to observe the increase of
performance obtained with the insertion of a threshold
mechanism. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show that choosing
Tthr=11 and Pthr=3 leads to a reduction of almost 10% of
the failure probabilit y and of about 3.5% of the average
delay with respect to the case without threshold.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) plot the same measures as
Figures 7(b) and 7(c), respectively, but in the case where
the network load is 110%, so as to investigate on the
effects of the threshold mechanism in overload
condition. From Figure 8(b), it can be noted that the
optimal choice of the two threshold parameters Tthr and
Pthr is different from that made in the previous case
where the network load was 90%. This is a clear
indication that the network load influences the choice
optimal values for the threshold parameters. However,
despite the setting Tthr=11 and Pthr=3 is not optimal in
such a case, still adopting the threshold mechanism with
these values leads to an improvement of about 18.3% for
the failure probabilit y and 8.5% for the delay, with
respect to the case without the threshold mechanism. It
can be concluded that such a threshold mechanism is
very helpful, and the benefits it brings grow with the
increase of the network load.

7. Conclusions

This paper has presented a study on modeling and
analysis of Quality of Service of GPRS network system
from a user’s perspective.  Specifically, we have
modeled the behavior of the GPRS system and that of
two categories of users acting on it, and then combined
the two models in order to make quantitative estimations
of properly identified QoS indicators.

This paper focuses on specific characteristics of the
user population. It accounts for differences in the
offered traff ic, the possibilit y to deliberately abort a
request after a prefixed time interval, and the possibilit y
to use timing and packet thresholds to perform
intermediate checks on the evolution of the transmission
in order to take decisions on staying connected or not.
The selected QoS measures are mainly the delay time
for the network to successfully accomplish a user
request, and the probabilit y to abort the transmission

because of violation of the user deadline or violation of
threshold conditions.

The purpose of this study was to understand the
most impacting user’s characteristics, to help the system
designer in devising satisfactory system configurations.
The numerical evaluation and sensitivity analysis carried
out on representative system scenarios actually show
helpful indications in this direction. Of course,
extensions of this work would improve the
understanding of the involved phenomena. Directions
for future studies include two enhancements. One would
deal with the introduction of other user characteristics,
maybe referring to specific application fields. Another
would be to explore the introduction in the system
model of other physical phenomena impacting the
network performance, such as retransmissions over the
air due to adverse radio frequency conditions and
outages experienced by the GPRS.
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